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ACT I VAT E14

TINY HOME COMMUNITY IDEAS COMPETITION
QUESTIONS + ANSWERS
APRIL 10, 2015 

1. Does the 144 sq ft for the house include a loft space? Or is this the maximum footprint size?
 144sf is the maximum footprint size. Maximum height is 40 feet. 

2. Is there a predetermined number of showers for the community building? 
 Enough for 12 people to share 

3. Should the community building have a unisex toilet room?
 Sure, all toilets could be unisex as well. 

4. The dwelling units can be one on top of the other?
 No, these are individual units. 

5. Is it possible to include a small kitchen corner also inside the single unit, or kitchen must be only in the 
shared building?
 You may include additional amenities in the tiny home. 

6. Can you move the trees? 
 No. 

7. Are there any regulations for the size of the bathrooms in the common house specific to the town/
county?  Will code guidelines be a consideration in the judging?
 Code guidelines are not strict, this is an ideas competition. 

8. Are there any ADA requirements for the common house, the individual units or connecting walkway 
spaces?
 No, there are no ADA requirements. 

9. How far should we take the structural detail drawings? 
 Schematic design of structural is needed, detail drawings can be included, especially if they are  
 indicative of, or integral to, the overall design.

10. Is there a construction budget for the dwelling units? For the Entire Project?
 You do not need to include a construction budget. The design should use commonly available  
 construction means and materials so that it can be replicated in many locations.

11. Does one design need to be submitted for the dwelling units or can there be multiple designs per 
competition submission?
 Each unit can be different. 

12. As we consider constructibility, construction methods, and budgeting, do we assume volunteer labor 
or professional construction?
 Professional construction 
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13. What is the height and FFE of the existing building shown on the site map?
 It is not important. Use Google Maps if you want to find out. 

14. Can we grade and plant within the setbacks? Can the setback be used as a storm water retention 
zone?
 Yes

15. What are the tree species, Caliper and overall heights?
 It is not important. Refer to the site plan and use Google Maps for relative size, height, and type 
 of tree. 

16. Please add more information regarding the off street parking. 
 Provide 2 spaces for cars. The details are up to you. 

17. Do we need to consider existing utilities and proposed utilities. 
 Assume sewer, water, electric. 

18. The RFP mentions the movability of these homes, what is the longevity of these homes on this site?
 That is up to the designer. The homes are not temporary. 

19. How long is each home intended to be used for, by each resident?
 These homes are not intended to be temporary. 

20. How many residents are intended for each home?  Are there any children residents?  
 A single resident. No children. 

21. How many people can be on a team? Do we have to register individually? 
 A team can have as many people as you want. Register once per submission. Do not register  
 each team member. 

22. When do I send you my application form? 
 Please send your form with the rest of your materials. 

Please refer to the competition brief for all other questions and concerns. If it is not outlined 
there, then it is not important and will not play a part for the jury. 


